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SU’4M.ARY
The effects of interaction between a landing gear and a flexible
airplane structure on the behavior of the larding gear and the loads in
the structure have been studied by treating the equations of motion of
the airplane and the landing gear as a coupled system. The landing gesx
is considered to have nonlkear characteristics typical of conventional
gears, namely, velocity-squared dsmping, polytropic air-compression
springing, and exponential tire force-deflection cheracteristics. For
the case where only two modes of the structure are considered, an equiv-
b alent three-mass system is derived for representing the airplane and
landing-gear combination, which may be used to simulate the effects of
structura3 flexibility in jig drop tests of landing gears.4
As exsmples to illustrate the effects of interaction, numerical cal-
culations, based on the structural properties of two lsrge airplanes
having considerably different mass and flexibi~ty characteristics, eme
presented. For the particular cases considered, it was found that the
effects of interaction can result in appreciable reductions in the msgni-
tude of the landing-gear force, particularly when the flexibility of the
airplane structure is large and the natural frequency is small. Thus,
neglect of interaction effects, that is, the use of the landing-gesr
forcing function for a rigid airplane, in a dynamic analysis of a flexible
airplane can lead to the calculation of excessive loads in the airplane
structure.
In the case of one of the airplanes considered, che structural loads
calculated from the interaction solutions me ‘;eater than those for a
completely rigid airplane treatment (rig+A structure subJetted to rigid-
body forcing function) because the effects of dynamic magnification more
than overcome the reduction in landing-gesr force due to interaction.
In the case of the second slrplane, b: v~e of the relatively large natu-
ral period of the structure in comparison with the duration of the impact
pulse, the dynamic magnification factor is appreciably less than unity.
u This effect, coupled with the reductions in landing-ge= force due to
interaction, results in structural loads that sz’eless than those for a
rigid airplsne.
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INTRODUCTION
h the design of leading gears it is
.
usually assumed that the eAr-
plane is a rigid body and development tests are frequently car@ed out
in a drop-test jig with a landing gear attached to a concentrated mass.
In so doing, it is tacitly assumed that the interaction between the
motions of the landi~ gear and the deforqations of the airplane structure
has little or no effeet on the behavior of the ‘la@.ng gear. Also, losd.
.-
time histories obtained on a rigid-body basis are often used as the
forcing function in a dynsnlicanqlysis to determine the inertia loads
and stresses in flexible airplane structures, again under the assmption
that the behavior of the landing gesr is independent of the effect6 of
airplane flexibility. Although it has been recognized that this assump-
tion is not altogether valid, the errors involved have not been considered
particularly significant in the past because: (a) The errors were thought
to be on the conservative side and (b) until comparatively recently main
landing gears have generally been located very close to the nodes of the
fundamental bending mode of the wing, and the airplane therefore closely
approximated a rigid body insofar as the behavior of the landing gear is
concerned. How=Ver, the trend toward increased size of airplanes, the
disposition of large concentrated masses in outboard locations in the 4
wings, the use of thinner wings, and the development of unconventional
,configurationstend to increase the flexibility of the airplane structure
and reduce the natural frequencies of vibration. These characteristics
F
tend to catie an increase in the amplitudes of the oscilktory motions of
the landing-gear attachment points relative to the center of gravity of
the flexible system during impact so that the effects of interaction are
increased, both with regard to the behavior of the landing gear and the
-c l-ods h the structure, particularly when the natural period of
the fundamental mode of the structure approaches the time duration of
the impact pulse.
A number of analytical studies and some simplified model tests
(refs. 1 to 5) which have been made to evaluate the effects Qf structural
flexibility on landing-gear loads have indicated some reduction in lending-
gear force due to the effects of structural deformation. However, in
view of the fact that these previous investigations considered only rather
highly idealized linear-spring landing gears with either no damping at
all or viscous damping, a further study of the effects of interaction
between the landing gesr and the airplane structure has been made with
a more realistic representation of the landing gear.
-sis, as in reference 6,
In the present
the landing gem is considered to have
velocity-squared damping, polytropic air-compression springing, and
exponential tire force-deflection characteristics, as is the case with
conventional oleo-pnematic landing gesrs in current use. The particular “7
?W’Poses of this investigation are to evaluate the effects of interaction
on landing-gem behavior and to study the errors introduced into the cal-
culated loads in the structure (applied loads, accelerations, bending
i?
moments, and shears) when a dynsmic analysis is made on the basis of
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applying the landing-gear forcing function for a rigid body to a flexible
airplane. For these purposes, case-history studies, based on the struc-4
tural properties of two lsrge airplanes having considerably different mass
and flexibility characteristics,are presented. In order to cover a range
of parameters, the landing gem of each airplane was assumed to be located
at three erbitrary spsnwise positions in addition to its original location.
The basic analysis of the landing gear and the airplane structure
as a coupled system is presented in a general form. In the mxnerical
examples presented, however, the system is simplified by considering the
motions of the airplane in its first two structural modes only. With
these restrictions, the combination of airplane and lsnding gear can also
be representedby an equivalent three-mass system which maybe used in
jig drop tests of landing gesrs to simukte the primary effects of struc-
tural flexibi~ty. A similar type of concentrated-mass system was used
in the study of the hydrodynamic impact of a flexible seaplane in ref-
erence 7.
u
SYMBOLS
General
gravitational constant
time after initial contact
tLne varishle of integration
the to mskhman landing-gear force
time after msximum landing-gesr force
vertical velocity at initial contact
circulsr frequency of sine pulse
circulsx frequency of cosine pulse
any variable
value of any variable X at end of pth interval subsequent
to beginning of nmerical-integration procedure
J
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Aa
Ah
Al
An
Ao
4
cd,
%s
%g(zu)
mu
m,r,mt
n
,P*
P
‘o
B
ti
e
Wu
Z.f
L- Gear
pneumatic area of shoe+ ~trut
.
hydraulic sxea of shock strut,
~,..
:,nternalcross-sectional area of’shock-strutinner cylinder
net orifice area of shock strut, AO-4
area of fixed opening b orifice plate
cross-sectional area of metering pin or rod in plane of
— —
orifice
orifice discharge coefficient
vertical component of force in shock strut
beginning of shock-strut deflection
vertical force applied to tire at ground
unsprung mass below Bhock strut
subsequent to
constsnts in tire force-deflectionrelationship
lW~roPic exwnent fOr air-compressionprocess in shock
strut
air pressure in shock strut when fully extended
mass density of hydraulic fluid
air volume of shock strut when fully extended
shock-strut stroke
duration of impact pulse
angle between shock-strut axis and vertical
E-
weight of unsprung mass below shock strut
vertical displacement of M&l.ng-gear attachment point from
position at initial contact
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vertical displacement of axle frcm position at initial contact
Distributed Structure
generalized coordinate for nth mode
angle of twist of transverse station
modal function for torsion in nth mode
vertical displacement of ebstic axis l%dm position at
initial contact
modal function of elastic axis for bending in
vertical.displacement of station mass centers
at initial contact
modal function of station mass centers for
torsion in nthmode
modal wgplltude of landing-gear attachment
bending-torsion in nth mode
nth mode
from position
coupled bending-
point for coupled
chordwise distance between el&stic axis and station mass
center
wing span
bending moment
vertical component of applied landing-gear force
natural frequency of ftist deflection nmde
polar moment of inertia of wing cross section about station
mass center
polar moment of inertia of wing cross section about elastic
Sxis
radius of gyration of whg station about elastic sxis
lift force per unit length of span
mass per unit length of span
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Mn
f.ki
Qn
s
t~
x
X.f
Y
z
Zf
%
k
%
L~
generalized mass for nth mode
circular frequency of nth mode
generalized force in nth mode
shesr
natural period of nth mde
chordwise distance between elastic axis and any arbitrary
point
chordwise distance between elastic =is and Uudi.ng-gesr
attachment point
spautise distauce from airplane center plsae to any transverse
station
spanwise distance from airplane center plane to landing-gear
station
vertical displacement
contact
vertical displacement
position at initial
vertical displacement
of amy point from position at Initial
of knding-gear attachment point Nom
contact
of axle from position at initial contact
virtual displacement of generalized coordinate of nth mode
v5J%’ualwork in nth mode
vertical
masses
Equivalent Three-Mass System
displacement of center of gravity of spring-connected
from position of initial.contact
spring constant
lift force acting
lift force acting
on mass mf
on mass ~
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%f
%
%L
u
Wf
w~
‘f
z~
+
A
Ai
%
%0
%.
7
70
P
VL
w
mass acting directly on landing gear
elastically supported mass
natural frequency of vibration of
deflection of spring
weight of mass acting directly on
spring-connectedmasses
landing gear
weight of elastically supported mass
vertical
vertical
vertical
deflection of landing-gear attachment point
deflection of elastically
displacement of axle from
total wing area
wing area assumed
lift coefficient
Aerodynamic
supported mass
position at initial contact
concentrated at station i
lift coefficient at instant of inMial contact
lift-curve slope
flight-path angle
flight-path angle at instant of initial contact
mass density of air
landing speed of airplane
total weight of a@3.ane
8Subscripts:
e, aerodynamic
f landing-gear attacbent point
g landing-gear station
i any spanwise station
n pertaining to the nth mode
o zero or rigid-body mode
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T at instant of initial
T at instant of maximum
msx mexbnum
!J?heuse of dots over symbols
shock-strut motion
L3nding-gesz force
indicates differentiation with respect
to time t or 7. AU translations are positive downward (see figs; 1 *
to 3). The absolute value of any term is indicated by I() 1.
P
ANALYSIS
In order to study the behavior of a Unding gear and a flexibh
airplane structure as mutually interacting elements of a coupled system,
the equations for the lending-gear force sre combined with the equations
of motion of the structure. The motions of the structure are treated by
the mode-superposition approach, wherein the deflections of the structure
are expanded in terns of its natural modes of vibration. The effects of
interaction between the landing gear end the structure are introduced by
expressing the landing-gear force in terms of the motions of the landing-
gear attachment point and the wheel sxle (or unsprumg mass) rather than
as an arbitrsry function of time.
Because conventional oleo-pneumatic shock struts do not begin to
deflect until some finite the &tar initial conttit of the tire with
the ground, the impact is treated in two parts, namely, the phases prior
to and subsequent to the beginning of shock-strut deflection, where the
initial conditions for the second p~se me determined from the terminal
conditions for the first phase.
.-J
In the first part of the analysis, the equtions for the l.anding-
gear force =e presented. Then, the deflections of the structure are
expended in terms of coupled modes and the resulting eqmtions of motion
.
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for the system sre presented in a general form. For the purpose of
indicating the effects of interaction, however, the system used in the
* numerical trend studies has been simplified by restricting consideration
of the structural deflections to the first two ties of the expansion.
Within the frsmework of this tw-nmde treatment, it is also sbmn that
the airplane structure can be represented by an equivalent system of
spring-connected concentrated masses, which may be used to simulate the
effects of structwal flexibility in Jig drop tebts of landing gears.
Landing-Gesr Force
An em.alysisof the behavior of the conventional type of oleo-
pneumatic landing gesr was presented in reference 6. w this study the
mass above the landing gesr was considered as a rigid body; the system
treated therefore had two degrees of freedom and is schematically repre-
sented in figure 1. The analysis of the landing gear considered the
velocity-squared damping of the meter- orifice, the air-compression
spr~ing of the shock strut, the nonlinesr force-deflection chsracter-
istics of the tire, and the internal shock-strut friction forces. Cal-
culated time histories of the landing-gem forces and the motions of the
& system were in good agreement with experimental data obtained in drop
tests.
.9 Ih the present study the rigid mass is replaced by a flexible air-
plane structure, but the treatient of the landing geer is essentially
the same as that in reference 6. However, since conventional landing
gears are inc13ned forward so as to mintize nomnal forces and bending
moments due to the combination of vertical and drag forces, it will be
assumed that the resultant force on the landing gear lies along the sxis
of the shock strut so that bending moments and resulting internal friction
forces sre neglected in the present analysis.
In tiew of the fact that conventional oleo-pneumatic shock struts
me preloaded with air and therefore do not begin to deflect until some
finite time t~ after initial contact of the tire with the ground, the
hpact must be treated in two phases. In the first phase, since the
strut is effectively rigid, the landing gesr has only one degree of
freedom and the motion of the complete system of the landing gesr and
airplane is governed by the force between the tire and the ground. This
ground force arises from the deflecti.onof the tire and, in general, may
be written as
.
%g = q@u) (1)
the exact variation depending on the ttie force-deflection character-
% istics. Frior to the beghning of shock-strut deflection
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Fvg = FVg(zf) (t 2 t~)
since zu = zf. (This relationship is exact when the landing gesr is -
vertical and holds very closely when the ge&r is inclined.)
The shock strut starts to deflect at the time t~ when the force
exez+ed on the airplane by the shock strut becomes equal to the air-
pressure preloading force h the strut. At this instant the free-body
equation for the unsprung mass of the landing gear is
()~ljfT + Wg ‘fT =p%&cOse+~ (t = t~) (2)
Equation (2) provides the relationship between the terminal con-
Utions for the first phase of the impact which, in conjunction with the
solution of the equations of motion for the qomplete system prior to
shock-strut deflection, determines the time % when the shock-strut
begins to deflect and, thus, the terminal values of the variables for
the ftist phase of the impact, which also serve as the initial conditions
for the second phase of the impact.
After the shock strut begins to deflect, the landing gear has two
degrees of freedom since the nmtions of the landing-gear attachment point
and the motions of the unsprung mass are no longer the same. The equa-
tion for the vertical component of the force transmitted to the airplane
by the landing gear after the shock strut starts to deflect is (see ref. 6)
[
. @h3 . ( )]‘o%s= fj ,(cd&)2 S2+ l?%% ~. - &s nCos e (t 2 t.)
where
(3)
s
‘f-%
=—
cos e
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The equation of motion of the unsprung mass is
mu& + ~g( ZU) = ~s + Wu (4)
In equation (3) the first term represents the hydxaulic force in
the shock strut, where the factor ~/I61 indicates the change in sign
required between the compression snd extension strokes. (Dur5ng the
extension stroke of the shock strut, because of the action of the rebound
check valve or llsnubberl’incorporated in most landing gears, the net
orifice area An will generallybe smaller and the orifice discharge
coefficient Cd will be different from the values which apply during
the compression stroke.) The second term of equation (3) expresses the
air-compression force in the strut, based on a polytropic pressure-vulume
relationship. In equation (h), the force sJ?isingfrom the deflection of
the tire maybe expressedas ~g(~) = m~r for the usual type of pneu-
matic tire, where m and r sre constants for each regtie of the tire-
deflection process (see ref. 6).
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Equations of Motion of the Airplaned
Differential equations of a&plane structure.- In the mode-
superposition approach, the structure is considered to deflect in its
natural modes of vibration snd the total displacement of my point in
the system is the sum of the displacements of the point in all the modes
considered. With this approach the motions sre separated into functions
which depend only on the space coordinates and functions which depend on
the time variable.
In the case of a landing impact the process is C&continuous at the
instant tT when the shock strut begins to deflect. ~ the first phase
of the impact the shock strut is effectively rigid so that the motion
of the unsprung mass of the landing gesx is essent3&Uy the same as the
motion of the landing-gear attachment point and the force transmitted by
the landing gear to the airplane is the algebraic swn of the ground force
due to tire deflection, the inertia reaction of the unsprung mass, and
the weight of the unsprung mass. = the second phase of the impact, the
motion of the unsprung mass is not the same as the motion of the landing-
ge= attachment point and the force applied to the airplane is governed
by the relative motion between the landing-gear attachment point and the
unsprung mass, as givenby equation (3).
The notation emlo~ed in the analYsis iS indicated ~ fi~e 2“ A
typical transverse s~at~on located at4
airplane center plane is considered.
~ spsnwise distance y from the
The mass per unit length of span
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w
is designated by m. The translation of the elastic axis at the station
is denoted by w; ~ is the translation of the station mass center; c is
the chordwise distance between the station mass center and the elastic
k
axis; and q is the angle of twist of the station. The translation of
an arbitrary point located at a chordwise distance x fYom the elastic
axis is designatedby z. The spanwise distance from the center plane
of the air@ane to the landing-gesr station is indicated by yg. The
translation of the landing-gesx attachent point, or force-application
point, is designated zf; the”distance between the Ian&l.ng-geszattachment
point and the elastic axis is denoted by xf.
In the most general case, the expansion of the deflection of the
structure in terms of its natural coupled modes of vibration may be
written as
W(yjt)= S an(t)wn(Y)
n=o
(5)
and
dYYt) = 2 %(t)gn(Y) (6)
n=o
where the subscript n denotes the order of any modez an is the gen-
eralized coordinate in the nth mode, and wn and Pn exe the corre-
sponding nmdal functions for bending @ torsion, respectively.l
For later use it Is convenient to introduce expressions for the
displacements at other points in the structure.. Since the translation
of the station mass centers is given by L = w + ap$
t(E,y,t) = x %(t) !k(Y) (7)
where
trary
n=o
the modal function ~n= wn +~n. The translation of any srbi-
point along the chord is given by z = w+ W; therefore,
Z(X,y,t) = & ~(+--)zn(Y) (8)
n=o
%!he zero mode represents the translation of the airplane as a rigid “
body; therefore, wo = 1. In the present analysis, rigid-body pitching
is neglected; therefore QO = O.
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where the modal
gear attachment
where the md.al
fbction ~ =.wn + xpn.
point is given by zf = w
m
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The trsmslation of the landing-
+ xfl; therefore,
z’f(xf,Yg,t) = z %-@)&l(Yg)
n=o
function ~n = Wn + ~n.
By application of Lagrangets equation
tionships between coupled modes, it can be
refs. 8 to 10) that the equation of motion
mode may be written as
(9)
snd the orthogonality rela-
shown (see, for example,
for the airplane in the nth
0,1,2, . . .) (lo)
where Mn is termed the generalized mass for the nth mode and Qn is
the generalized force, as determined from virtual-work considerations.
. For a continuous system,
Jb/2 J b/2= ml&2dy + %Pn2Qo 0
1
In practice the spsnwise mass distribution is often approximated
by breskbg up the distribution into discrete masses which are concen-
trated at a finite nuniberof stations along the span. With this approach
equation (U) may be written as
(12a)
. where the subscript i denotes any spanwise station.
.
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For the rigid-body mode (n = 0), since W. = co = 1 and q. = 0,
b/2
~f
= mdy=
o
~mi
i
The relationship between Qn and the external forces can be deter-
mined by application of virtual-work principles. ~ definition, the
work done in the nth mode by the generalized force acting through a
virtual displacement of the generalized coordinate of the mode is equa3
to the work done by the external forces acting through virtual displace-
ment of thetr points of app~cation M the mode. Thus, the virtual work
done by the generalized force in the nth mode is
?JWn= Qn ~an (12)
In the case of an atiplane during landing the external forces are
the distributed lift forces L(y), the distributed weights gin(y),and
the force F transmittedby the landing
by these external forces in the nth mode
[f
b/2
J
b/2
5Wn = - L8anzn dy - g
o 0
gear. The virtual work done
is therefore given by
tian~n dy + F%~n 1
(fb/2 [ b/2= - 5an L~dy-g
)
m~n @ + F~n (13)
o 0
for
is
Equating equations (12) and (13) gives the following relationship
Qn’
. (1b/2 J b/2Qn=- Lzndy-g m~n dy + FE.no 0
)
Therefore, the equation of motion of the structure in the nth mode
J
b/2
1
b/2 “
Mn& + Mn~2~ = - F~n - Lzndy-g m!.ndy
o 0
(n = 0,1,2, . . .) (14)
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For the rigid-body mode (n . 0), since q = c1 and Z. = go . ~. = 1,
equation (14) becomes
Jb/2%“%= -F- o (L - gm)dy
.
subject to the initial conditions
~(o) =0
and
~(o) = Vvo
If the airplsne is assumed to be free of oscillations at the time
of initial contact,
~(o) = &n(o) = o (n # O)
Since
F(0) = - Wu
equation (14) applied to the instant t = O gives
This relationship indicates that, in general, a finite static deflection
in the flexible modes will be present at the timeof initial contact.
At any subsequent time the deflection @.31be equal to this initial.static
deflection plus an additional deflection
~ which varies with time lY
that iS, an= an(o) + ~to This substitution permits equation (14) to
be written as
Mn~% + Mn@2a~ = - (F + Wu)~n
subject to the initial conditions
.
%-1@)= .&Jo) = o
(n+ O)
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(15)
.
.
In the remainder of the paper, for the sake of simplicity of notation,
the subscript t will be dropped, with the understanding that ~ repre-
sents the time-vexying part of the displacement of the nth mode, so that
eqyation (15) is written as
Mn&n + M~2an = - (F + Wu)~n (n+ O) (l~a)
If the external forces are specified solely as functions of time,
the equations of motion for each mode of the system are uncoupled and
can be.solved individually. However, when the external forces depend on
the motions of the system, as in the case of the landing-gear force
during a landing tipact, the relationships between the external forces
and the motions in the modes serve to couple the equations of motion so
that they must be solved simultaneously. Furthermore, in the case of
landing @act, since the process has two phases, as previously discussed,
the eqyations of motion for each phase must be solved separately, where
the initial conditions for the second phase are the same as the terminal
conditions for the first phase.
Motion prior to beginning of shock-strut deflection.- Since the
shock strut is effectively rigid in the first phase of the impact, the
force transmitted by the landing gear to the airplane, F in equa-
tion (l~a), is equal to the ground force FVg( Zf) less the inertia
reaction of the unsprung mass and the weight of-the unsprung mass, as
may be seen by considering the unsprung mass as a free body; thus,
Fk<tT= FVg(zf) +m#f - Wu
.
so that the motions of the system during the first-phase of the impact
are governed by the following set of differential equations:
,4
.
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%“%=-[ 1F@ zf) + m#f - Wu - ~
[ 1Ml~l + M1~2a1 = - Fvg(zf) + m#f g1
. . . . .
[ 1,~“&+%2%=-FVg(zf) + m& Em
(t s tT)
17
(16)
where
b/2
d
= b/2 (L - gm)dy=”~ Ldy -M&
o 0
and the mth mode is the highest mode considered.
The initial conditions for equations (16) sre the conditions at the
instant of initial contact, namely,
so(o) =0
%(0) = Vvo
an(0) = &~(0) = O (n+ 0)
As previously indicated, the first phase of the impact terminates
at the time tT when the force in the shock strut becomes equal.to the
.
air-pressure preload force. The terminal conditions at this instant, as
determinedly consideration of the unsprung mass as a free body, sre
.
given by equation (2), nsmely,
()%gfT + ‘Vg ‘fT = %#a cog e + %
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The solution of equations (16) in conjunction with eqwtion (2)
permits the detemnination of the time tT when the shock strut begins
to deflect and the values of the motion variables at this instant; these
values then serve as the initial conditions for the second phase of the
impact.
Motion subsequent to beginning of shock-strut deflection.- In the
second phase of the impact the force transmitted by the landing gear} F
in eqpation (l~a), is the vertical component of the shock-strut force Fvs,
as given by equation (3). Thus, the motions of the system during the
second phase of the impact are governed by the following set of dif-
ferential equations:
M&= +’vg+$) 1
M&l+Ml~2al=
-tvs + ‘u)”
. l . . .
}
where
as given by equation (3); and
(t> t~) (17)
The first m equations of eqpations (17) represent the motions of
the airplane structure in its first m modes, whereas the last equation
of the set is the equation of motion of the unsprung mass of the landing
gear as previously given by equation (4). The in.itid.cotitions for
equations (17) are the terminal conditions for equations (16) as previ-
ously discussed. In view of the fact that the landing-gear forcing
.
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term Fv~ is highly nonlinear, analytical solution of the system of equa-
. tions (17) does not appear possible so that it is necessary to resort to
numerical-integrationor snslog methods.
Simplified System Considered in Numerical Studies
The preceding section has presented the equations of motion for a
flexible airplane coupled to a I-andir@gear, which permit calculation of
the motions of the system during a landing impact with consideration of
as many modes as may be desired. For the study of the effects of inter-
action between the landing gem and the structure, however, it appears
that the primsry effects of structural.flexibility on the behavior of
the landing gear can be represented by considering only the first deflection
mode in addition to the rigid-body mode.2 This simplification, which
greatly reduces the amount of computational work, is felt to be justified
for the purposes of the present investigation since both theoretical con-
siderations and experimental data indicate that the higher modes should
have relatively Mttle effect on the landing-gear performance. With this
assumption the equations of motion reduce to
.
Mo&=- [ 1%gbf) +%~f - W - %
Ml&l + M1~2al =
-tvs + ‘u)” /
%#u+%g(%l) = %s +% J
(-)
(ts %)
(ml)
(lga)
(t> t~) (lgb)
(19C)
21n a dynamic analysis, stresses in the structure due to excitation
of the higher modes can be approximated by calculating the response of
such modes, individually, to the forcing function determined for the
~ gem coql-ed tith the rigid-body and first deflection modes. ~s
procedure should be a considerable improvement over the use of the rigid-
. body forcing function as a basis for response calculations in cases where
the landing-gear attachment points experience appreciable deflections
relative to the mass center of the system.
20
where
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l
.
Zf
()%~fT + Fvg zfT =
The solution of eguations
p% Cos e + Wu (t = -Lr)
(I-8)and the determination of the condi-
tions at the time % ‘whenthe-shock strut begins to deflect, which
serve as the initial conditions for equations (19), are treated in appen-
dix A. With these initial conditions, equations (19) may be solvedby
numerical integration or analog methods.
From the tWe-history solutions for the motions of the system thus
obtained, the accelerations and inertia loads at any point in the struc-
ture canbe calculated from the eqyations presented in appendix B.
Equivalent Three-Mass System
It is of interest to note that the equations of motion previously
presented not only represent the distributed s~tem of the airplane but
can also be used to define equivalent systems of spring-connectedmasses,
where the number of masses above the landing gesr is equal to the nuniber
of modes considered. For the particular case where two modes me con-
sidered the equivalent system is one containing three masses, one of
which is the unsprung mass of the landing gem. The use of such a three-
mass system provides a relatively simple means for simulating the primary - ‘“
effects of structural flexibility in actual drop tests of landing gears
in a drop-test jig.
In the equivalent three-mass system (see fig. 3), q represents
the mass to which the landing gear is M.rectly attached and ms is the
elastically comected mass. The displacement of mf relative to its
position at the instant of initial contact is denoted by zf; the dis-
placement of mS is designated zs, whereas the displacement of the
sxle or unsprung mass ~ is ~. The spring constant of the elastic
member is denoted by k. Sepsrate lift forces Ls and Lf willbe
considered to act on the masses ~ and mf.
.
In order that the three-mass system represents the airplane properly,
Zf) %U ~) and} of course, the landing-gear characteristicsmust be the ~
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ssme for the two systems so that the landing-gear force is the s~ej and
mf, ms, k, and the applied lift forces must be determined from the
relationships between the equations of motion for the three-mass system
and the equations of motion for the airplane.
Consideration of the forces acting on each mass as a free body (see
fig. 3) leads to the following equations of motion for the three-mass
system:
Prior to beginning of shock-strut deflection:
(ny+~);f -k(zB-~)+~- (Wf+ Wu) = -Fvg(w)
1
(204
I (ts%)I@= + (mp+~)~f+ (~ +Lp) - (WS + Wf+~) = -Fvg(zf) (rob)
where
()m&fT + fig zfT =p%%c04e+wu
Subsequent to beginning of shock-strut.deflection:
mf;f - k(zs - zf) +Lf - Wf= -~s
mf&f + m8;B + (L8.+ &) - (Ws + Wf) = -~8
I
%&u + Fvg(%) = ‘V8 + % J
(t= t~)
(t > t~) (21b)
(Zllc)
The problem is to determine the relationships between u, mf, k,
LS, and Lf for the airplane so that equations (~) are equivalent to
equations (18) and equations (21_)sre equivalent to equations (19) with
the requirement that the motions of the landing gear in the three-mass
system be the ssme as for the airplane, that is,
and that Zu be the same in both systems. Since equations (19c) and (21.c)
are identical, they need not be considered further in evaluating the
unknown constants for the three-mass system. “
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It is apparent that equations (20a) and (20b) as well as equations (21a)
and (21b) can be written as
.
mf~f - k(z~ - zf) +Lf - Wf= -F (22a)
mf~f + ms& + (LS + Lf) - (Ws + Wf) = -F (22b)
where
and
%l=zf
Zj#zf
Simikly, eqpations (Ma) and
can be written as
+ m.& - Wu
(t s +)
(t> t~)
(18b) and equations (lga) and (lgb)
~“&+~=-F (23a)
Ml .. Ml
— %2% + Wu = -F (m)
Z’l+E1
Thus, the problem is reduced to determining the constants for the
three-mass system so as to make eqmtions (22) identically equivalent
to equations-
For example,
where ~ is
in equations
gives
(23). This may be *-U m ~ O* sever~ diffe~ent waYs.
since the structuxe is taken as linear, let
‘s = 4).+ alp
a constant to be determined. Substituting for zf and z~
(22a) and (22b) and eU.minating “~ between these equations
l
.
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whereas, subtracting
substitutions, gives
-P)(mf+ms]al+Lf - Wf+~W~ -Ls) = -1? (24)
equation (22a) from equation (22b), with the ssme
(a)
Equation (24) is directly comparable with equation (2j5b). Combining
eqyations (23a) and (23b) so as to elJmha.te F and to make the coeffi-
cient of ~ eqml to unity gives the following equation with which
eqmtion (~) may be directly compsred:
(26)
In order to evaluate the constants for the three-mass system, each
term in equations (24) and (~) is set equal to the corresponding term
in equations (23b) and (26), respectively, the constants in each equa-
tion being considered as a single term. This procedure gives six simul-
taneous eqpations, the solution of which yields the following expressions
for the constants in the three-mass system:
ms+mf=q)
w%
mf =
Ml + M&2
(a’)
(28)
(29)
(m)
24
and
where
k=
L6 =
Lf =
W12(%)“ w)
Ml
B .—
= MOE1
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(32)
(33)
(*)
(37)
and
With the foregoing substitutions,equations (22) sre identically
equivalent to equations (23); thus, the three-mass system with the speci-
fied values of ms, mf, k, L~, and & can be considered to be equiv-
alent to the airplane in its first two modes during both the first and
second stages of the impact. Equations (~) and (28)arerequiredto
satisfy the equations of motion for the airplane as a rigid body, whereas
equations (2g) to (34) sre required for proper representation of the air-
plane in its first flexible mode. With this approach the structural prop-
erties of the airplane are defined by three parameters: the total mass
—
*—
above the landing gear ~, the mass ratio ms/mf, and the natural fre-
quency ~.
*
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The solution of the equations of nmtion during the first phase of
the impact and the determination of the conditions at the instant of
.
initial shock-strut deflection t+ sre treated in appendix A. With
these conditions as initial conditions, the equations of motion for the
second phase of the impact can be solved by numerical-integrationor
analog methods. l?romthe time-history solutions for the motion of the
three-mass system, the inertia lmxls and bending moments at any point in
the airplane structure can be calculated by use of the equations in
appendix B.
Solution of Equations of Motion
~ view of the fact that the equations of motion stisequent to
time @ sre highly nonlinesr and therefore cannot be solved in closed
form, it is necessary to resort to numericsl-integration or analog methods.
VsxiouE numerical-integrationprocedures are given in references Xl to 13.
Appendix A of reference 6 illustrates the application of several such
methods to the problem of the impact of a landing gear attached to a rigid
mass. One of these methods, which may be termed the ‘~quadraticprocedure,tt
.9 was used to obtain those numerical results presented in this paper which
could not be obtained analytically.
In this procedure, which involves a step-by-step solution of the
equations of motion, the following difference eq~tions (ref. U, p. 16)
based on a q@ratic variation of displacement over successive finite
time intervals are used to replace the derivatives in the equations of
motion:
and
Awl - ap+hp-1
%=
(At)2
where Xp is the value of any variable at the end of the pth interval
subsequent to the beginning of the process and L% is the time interval.
The difference equations of motion obtained by substituting these expres-
sions into the differential equtions of the system then become essentially
extrapolation formulas which permit calculation of the displacements to
. come from the values of displacement already calculated, the whole pro-
cedure starting out with the initial conditions of the process. With
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the displacement time histories thus calculated, the velocities end
accelerations are then determined from the foregoing difference equations.
.
CALCUATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cases Considered
In order to investigate the effects of structural flexibility on
the behavior of the landing gesx and the loads in the airfrsme,several
case-history studies are presented which cover a range of airplane mass
I
ratios ~ mf. The calculations are based on the structural properties
of two large airplanes having considerably d3fferent mass and flexibility
characteristics. Airplane A is representative of a four-engine propell.er-
Minn World Wsr II bomber having a gross weight of 47,200 pounds and
a natural.frequency of vibration in the first coupled bending-torsiori
mode of 3.37 cycles per second. Thq structural characteristicsused for
airplane B are representative of a present-day swept-wing sti-jet-engine
bomber having a gross weight of U25,000 pounds and a natural frequency
of 1.29 cycles per second in the first coupled bending-torsion mode. T!he
landing-gear characteristics used for airplane A were based on the maa-
R
ufacturerrs data, whereas, for airplane B because information was not
available, the shock-strut characteristics were chosen so as to yield a
l.smdinggear which is essentiald.ya scdled-up model of the landing gear
u
of airplsne A. The pertinent numerical data for airplanes A and B sme
given in tables S and II, respectively; the modal functions for the first
coupled bending-torsion mode exe plotted in figure 4..
The main landing gears of airplane A were located in the inboard
engine nacelles very close to the nodes of the first coupled bending-
todsion mode; in the case of airplane B the landing gem is of the bicycle
type and is located in the airplane center plane. The position of the
landing gear (since it determines the value of the modal amplite El)
in conjunction with the values of MO and Ml governs the value of the
/mass ratio ms mf for each case. (Seeeq. (31).)
In order to represent a brosder range of mass and flexibility effects,
the calculations for each airplane were made for four mass ratios corre-
sponding to three arbitrary landing-ge= positions in addition to the
original.landing-gear location. In practice, of course, a change in
—
landing-gesr location would probably necessitate a modification of the
wing structure and result in some change in the modal characteristics
and, thus, the mass ratio. The main purpose of the calculations, how-
ever, is to indicate the effect of mass ratio on the behavior of the .
system, and the exact locations of the lmdiug gem which correspond to
the mass ratios used sre of secondsry interest.
.
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In the calculation of the mass ratio ms mf, the landing-gear force
I
was assumed to pass through the mass center of the landing-gear station.
.
Since the modal characteristicsused were for the complete airplane
including the unsprung mass of the lsnding gear ~, it was assumed that
the unsprung mass was rigidly connected to the mass mf in the equivalent
three-mass system, as in the first phase of the @act, so that
where ~, Ml, and (1 include the effectX3
psrt of the airplane mass distribution. The
the corresponding landhg-gesr locations are
of the unsprung mass as
mass ratios considered and
as follows:
f
Airplane A Airplane B
Land~-gear Mass ratio, Landing-gear Mass ratio,
location at - m+f location at - ms/mf
Station O 0.24 Station O 0.22
Nodes o Nodes o
station 245 .52 Station 420
.6
Station 30~ 3.33 Station 504 2.84
When the landing gear is located at the node of the first flexible
mode, this mode, of course, is not excited and, since higher modes are
not considered in the numerical calculations, the airplane behaves as
though it were a rigid body, its motion being governedby equation (23a).
As might be expected, the fsrther away the landing gear is from the nodes,
the larger is the effective flexibility of the system and, thus, the mass
ratio.
In the calculation of the time histories of
the lift force was assumed to be constant during
the total weight of the airplane, that is,
the motions of the system,
the impact and equal to
28
80 that
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This assmnption corresponds to the condition that
Ls = Ws
and
Lf = Wf + Wu
in the equivalent three-mass system.
On the basis of the calculations in reference 6, the shock-strut
orifice discharge coefficient Cd was assumed as 0.9 and the pol.ytropic
exponent n for the air-compressionprocess was taken as 1.32. s
Effect of Interaction on Behavior of System .
Time-history solutions for the motions of the system during impact
at an initial vertical velocity of 10 feet per second have been made for
the eight configurationspreviouly mentioned. Fees 5 to 8 show the
variation during impact of the more important quantities, such as the
landing-gear force F, the responses “~ g,/ G@, xf/g> /%s g, the
landing-gear-motionvariables, and the accelerations at the mass centers
of several stations along the span. Comparison of the calculated results
for the flexible cases with those for the airplane as a rigid body (or
landing gear at nodes, ms/mf = O) indicates that the interaction betwaen
the flexible structure and the landing geex csm result in an appreciable
reduction in the applied landing-gear force (and thus, the nodal accelera-
tion), the largest reductions occurring at-the highest mass ratios. Fur-
thermore, the reductions in landing-gesr force at the higher mass ratios
are greater for airplsne B, because of its lower natural frequency, than
for airplae A.
Consideration of the calculated t- histories of the motion of the
landing gear indicates how the interaction between the flexi~le structure
and the landing.gear affects the loads produced in the’landing gesr.
Because of the flexibility of the structure, the landing-gear attachment .
point deflects upward relatim to the nodes, or instantaneous center of
mass of the system, as the applied force builds up and the deceleration
l —
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of the landing-gear attachment point Is greater than in the case of the
rigid airplane. Thus, the downward velocity of the shock-strut outer
cylinder is more rapidly dissipated and the displacement of the outer
cylinder is smaller throughout most of the impact. The tire deflection
is also smalIler;however, because of the high stiffness of the the, the
decrease in tire deflection is smaller than the decrease in outer-cylinder
displacement. The net result is a reduction in strut stroke during that
part of the impact when the msximuu force occurs and an accompanying
reduction in the strut telescoping velocity. Since the maximum landing-
gear force is primarily due to the hydraulic resistance in the strut,
because the strut stroke, and thus the air-compression force! is generally
small at the time of msxhum telescoping velocity? the decrease in tel-
escoping velocity results in a decrease in shock-stmrb force.
In the case of airplane A with landing gear at station 307,the
effect of interaction is a marked change in the shape, as well as in the -
_ittie, of the the histories. Because of the superimposed vibrations
of the structure, the shock-strut telescoping velocity (see fig. ~) has
acquired an oscillatory character with two peaks of the sane amplitude.
However, since the second telescoping-velocitypeak occurs when the stroke
is lsrge, the superposition of the high air-compression force on the
hydraulic-force results h a total-force time history the second peakof
which is much higher than the first (see F-t curves, fig. 5) and which is
also higher than might be expected from the results for the smaller mass
ratios, which have a considerably different appearance. In the case of
airplane B, because of the lower natural frequency, this dcnible-peaked
characteristic does not appear even for the largest mass ratio, sJ3.mass
ratios yieldingtime histories similar in shape, the maximum force
decreasing in a regular manner with increasing mass ratio.
The extent to which the first flexible modes of airplanes A and B
me excited by the tipacts may be observed by examining the time histories
of al, al, and l&l. As may be expected, the higher the mass ratio, the
greater is the degree of excitation.
IYomthe ca.lculatedvalues of ~/g and ~l/g or zflg and Es/g,
the acceleration at any mint along the span maybe computed by means of
the equations in appendix B. Figures 6 ad 8 show time histories of the
acceleration at the mass centers of several stations for each of the
landing-gear locations considered. Because of the cotiined effects of
the chsmges in the landing-gear forcing function and fi the degree of
excitation of the flexible modes, a given change in landing-gear location
may result in an increase in acceleration at some stations and a reduc-
tion in acceleration at other stations.
Figures ~ and 7 also show time histories of the acceleration E6/g
which would be experienced by the elasticaJJy connected mass ms in the
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equivalent three-mass system, as in a drop test. The reduction in
acceleration with increasing mass ratio is evident. As previously indi-
cated, if such a drop test were made, the measured accelerations ‘if/g
and &s/g could be used to calculate the accelerations and stresse~
that would result at any point in the conesponding airplane structure
by means of the equations presented in appendix B.
Figure g(a) presents a sunmary graph showing the effects of struc-
tural flexibility and interaction on the maximzn Ianding-gesx force for
the various configurations considered. As previously indicated, the
reductions in l.anding-gesrforce we greater for airplane B than for
airplsne A because of the lower natural frequency .ofthe former airplane.
For the range of mass ratios representative of existing and proposed
large airplanes, for example, values up to about O.~,,reductions in
~-gear force up to between 15 and 20 percent maybe possible.
Along the sane 13nes, figure 9(b) shows the effects of interaction on
the acceleration response of the landing-gear attachment point and on
the acceleration of the elastically connected mass in the equivalent
three-mass system.
Effects of Neglecting Interaction in the Calculation
of Dynsmic Loads
In the usual procedures of dynsmic analysis of landing loads it is
customary to neglect the effects of interaction on the landing-gesr
forcing function and to determine the dynsmic loads in the structure by
calculating the response of the structure to the forcing function which
would be obtained if the airplane were a rigid body, this rigid-body
forcing function being either calculated or, more frequently, determined
on the basis of drop tests of the landing gear with a rigid mass. In
practice, either the actual rigid-body forcing function or some simplified
analytical approximation of it (see, for example, fig. 10) is used.
In order to evalwte the errors introduced by neglect of interaction
effects, the root bending moments and shears determined from the inter-
action solutions for airplanes A and B m?e compared in figures U and 12
with those dete?mdmedby calculating the response of the various configura-
tions to the rigid-body forcing functions previously presented and to
simple analytical approximations to the rigid-body forcing functions.
These bending moments and shears are total values due to both inertia
and aerodynamic forces, the latter being included to permit comparison
with the stesdy-flight values. For reference purposes, figures U and I-2
also show the root bending moments and shears which wouldbe experienced
by a completely rigid airplane.
The calculation of the response of systems tith two degrees of free-
dom to predescribed forcing functions is treated in appendix C. The
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response of the vsrious configurations to the rigid-body forcing function
was calculated by application of the numerical-integrationprocedure pre-
ciously described, whereas the response to the analytical forcing functions
was obtslned in closed form. The rigid-body forcing functions for air-
planes A and B and their approximations we shown in figure 10. In the
case of airplane A, the rigid-body forcing function was approximated by
a pulse composed of sine and cosine segments; for airplane B, a stiple
sine pulse was used. The equations for calculating the inertia moments
and shears from the response of the system are given in appendix C;
simplified expressions for calculating the moments and shears due to the
aerodynsdc forces me given in appendix D.
l!komfigures U smd 12 it can be seen that the bending moments and
shears calculated from the response to the rigid-body forcing function
m?e larger than those determined from the interaction solutions, the
differences being greater for the higher mass ratios where the effects
of interaction result in a greater reduction in the magnitude of the
landlhg-gesr forcing function. Ikom these particular exsmples, it appears
that neglect of the effects of interaction on the landing-gear forcing
function can “leadto overconservatism in design not only of the landing
gear but also of the structure, particularly for very flexible configura-
tions with high mass ratios. As might be expected, there was relatively
little difference in the loads calculated from the response to the analyti-
cal approximations and from the response to the rigid-body forcing
function.
It is of interest to note that in the case of airplane A the loads
calculated from the interaction solutions are greater than those calculated
for the completely rigid airplsne, whereas, for airplane B, the converse
is true. This result for airplane B is due to two factors: (a) the
-c eJW?~fication factor iS less th=unitybecatie of the relatively
large natural period of the airplane compared with the duration of the
impact pulse (ti/tn ~ 0.3), and (b) there is considerable reduction in
the msgnitude of the landing-gear force because of the effects of inter-
action. In the case of airplane B, the natural period is of about the
ssme duration as the impact pulse (ti/tn~ 1.1) so that the dynsmic magni-
fication factor is considerably greater than unity and more than overcomes
the effect of the reduction in landing-gear force.
From the preceding results, it can be seen that the effects of struc-
tural flexibility are twofold; nsmely, (a) a c-e in the msgnitude of
the applied I_snding-gesrforce due to interaction, the amount depending
on the natural frequency of the structure, the mass ratio ms/~, and the
landing-gear characteristics, and (b) either dynsmic amplification or
attenuation of the loads in the structure compared with those for a rigid
body, depending largely on the ratio of the duration of the impact pulse
to the natural period of the structure. In the particular exsnlplescon-
sidered, the landing-gear force was reduced by the effects of titeradicmj
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it is conceivable, however, that, for some conibinationsof landing-gear
and airplane characteristics,perhaps when the natural period of the struc-
ture is smaller than the duration of the impact pulse and the mass ratio
.
is large, interaction may result in an increase in the maximum landing-
.
gear force over that for a rigid airplane because of the superposition
of osci33ations of the Ianding-gesr attachment point on the motions of
the shock strut. Such an unfavorable effect of structural flexibility
on the applied force was indicated for certain cases of seaplane impact
in reference 7.
In view of the foregoing observations it would appear worthwhile
to consider the effects of interaction in dynsmic analyses of landing
loads when the landing gear is located at points in the airplane that
experience appreciable deflections relative to the mass center of the
Systenl.
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of titeraction between a landing gear and a flexible
airplane structure on the behavior of the landing gear and the loads in
the structure have been studied by treat~ the equations of motion of
the airplane end the landing gear as a coupled system. The landing gear
is considered to have nonlinear characteristicstypical of conventional
gears, namely, velocity-squsred dsmpimg, polylmopic air-compression
springing, and exponential tire force-deflection characteristics. For
the case where only two modes of the structui?eare mnsidered, an equiv-
alent three-mass system is derived for representing the airplene and
landing-gear combination, which may be used to simulate the effects of
structural flexibility in jig drop tests of landing gears.
As exsrnplesto illustrate the effects of interaction, numerical
calculations, based on the structural properties of two large airplanes
having considerably different mass and flexibility characteristics, are
presented. In order to cover a range of parameters, the landing gesx
of each airplane was assumed to be located at three arbitrary spanwise
positions in addition to its original location. For the particular cases
considered, it was found that
1. The effects of interaction can result in appreciable reductions
in the magnitude of the landing-gear force, prticular~ when the flexi-
bi~ty of the airplane structure is l.sxgesnd the natural frequency of
the structure is small.
2. Neglect of interaction effects, that is, the use of the landing- -
gesx forcing function for a rigid airplane in a dynamic analysis of a
flexible airplsne, can lead to the calculation of excessive loads in the .
airplane structure.
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3. In the case of one of the airplanes, the structural loads cal-
culated from the interaction solutions are greater than those for a com-
pletely rigid airplane treatment (rigid structure subjected to rigid-
body forcing function) because of the fact that the effects of dynamic
aficab~onmore t~ overcome the reduction in landing-gear force due
to interaction. h the case of the second airplane, because of the rela-
tively large natural period of the structure in comparison with the dura-
tion of the impact pulse, the dynsmic magnification factor is appreciably
less than unity. This effect, coupled with the reductions in lsnding-
gesr force due to interaction, results in structural loads that are less
than those for a rigid airplane.
It thus appears desirable to consider the effects of interaction in
dynamic analyses of landing losds for lsrge airplanes, particularly when
the landing-gear attachment points experience large deflections relative
to the mass center of the airplane.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va., May ~, 1955. -
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CONDITIONS AT
Since the shock strut
APPENDIX A
BEGINNING OF SHOCK-STRUI MOTION
does not begin to deflect until the pre-
loading force imposed by the internal air pressure is overcome by the
inertia forces, the shock strut is essentially rigid during the interval
between the instant of initial contact with the ground and the beginning
of shock-strut motion at some time t = tT. During this interval, since
the deflection of the tire is essentially the ssm.eas the displacement
of the landing-gear attachment point, the system used in the numerical
calculatims to represent the airplane and landing-gesr combination has
only two degrees of freedom, nsmelyy the rigid-body or zero-~de ~sPlace-
ment and the deflection in the first flexible mode, the higher modes
being neglected. The purpose of this appendix is to consider the motions
of the system prior to the beginning of shock-strut deflection in order
to determine the conditions which exist at the instant the shock strut
first begins to move; these motions then serve as the initial conditions
for the equations of motion of the system during the main part of the
impact. For this purpose it maybe reasonably assumed that the tire
force-deflection relationship is linear for the relatively sma13 range
of deflection prior
therefore, Wg(zf)
history solution at
so that
FYior to time
to the beginning of shock-strut motion and that,
= m’zf. In order to avoid a step jump in the time-
the time tT> the constant m’ should be de=ned
landing gesr are given
r
m‘zfT = Mzf (Al)
T
Distributed System
the equations of motion for the airplane and
by equations (18) with initial conditions:
zf(0) = ~(0) = al(0) = O
fif(o)= ~(o) = Vvo
al(o) = o
.
.
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zf-~
Since al =
El
, equations (18) can be written as
%)%)= -m’zf - mutif+ Wu - ~
The exact solution of equations
where
(A2)can be shown to be
~2-c
)
—sin Bt +
B
[
/’12 -A2coEAt%12-B2 ( )1]21cos Bt+~—-~A2 B2 B2 A2
.
1
vE- VE2 - 4FA= 2
(A2a)
(Mb)
(A3)
D=
%(% - %)
G
36
E= ( )
m’ Ml + 14_j~12
i-c
G
m ‘M1~2
F=
G
G = Ml(~ + ~) + m&g12
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By successive differentiation of equation (l@), the higher deriva-
tives of zf(t) are found to be
if(t) =
Ef(t)= L {1 1Vv B(B2 - C)sinBt -A(A2 - C)sinAt +A2-B2 o\
. [(D %2 -)B2 C!08Bt - (& - A2)COS At1]
[[ 1VV B2(B2 - C)COS Bt - A2(A2- C)COS At +o
.
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
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At the time ~, the equation of motion of the unsprung mass of the
landing gear as a free body is given by equation (2) which, with
Wg = m’zf, may be written as
mu;f~ + m 1zf~ = p%Aa COS 6 + Wu (A7)
Substituting for zf~ and “~~ in equation (AT) gives a relation-
ship between ~ and m~:
1
p
Vvo *m’ - m@2)sin At -A2 - B2
~2-~
~m’ - ‘1@J#)sin Bt +
(A8)
Because equation (A8) is transcendental in both t~ and m’
(m’ being involved in the constants A and B), in order to obtain an
explicit solution for ~ or m’, some approximation to the trigon~metric
terms is necessary, the order of the approximation depending on the accu-
racy requtied. For the determination of t~ and m’ it will generaUy
be sufficient to assune first-order approximations for the trigonometric
terms where only the first terms of their series expansions are used.
With these appr&imations the solution of equation
%=
As indicated preciously,
determined in accordance
ao~ cos e + Wu . %)
m’Ml~VVo
(A8) for ~ is
(A9)
m’ cannot be chosen arbitrarily but must be
with eqpation (Al), which may be written as
r-1
mt = mzfr
38
The first-order
is
approximation
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for zf~, obtained from equation (A3),
Zfr = v&. (A2.o)
With these substitutions equation (A9) may be written as
i+ =
and the equation for
m’ =
The first-order
(All)
[
(
1
l/r
~ GP%&COS8+Wu- %)
~ liMIMo
ml becomes
[
r-l
1
7
l/r ‘(pao& Cos o + ‘u - %)
m (A12)
Ml~
approximations for the derivatives of zf at time
t~, from eqpations (A4) to (A6), sre
Efr
‘[=vvoc- (A2 + E@] t. +
and
. . .
=fT [=vvoc - (A2+B2~ +t.D[~2-
With the values of ~ and m’ calculated
and (A12), the values of zf~ = ~T, &fT = &T>
D
(A1.3)
(A14)
1(A2 + B2) (A15)
from equations (All)
and tif~= EUT can be
calculated from equtioris (AIO), (A13), and (Alk), respectively. !l?hese
VaWS protide tm-thtids of the ~itial co~tions for the Process ‘h- .
.
sequent to the beginning of shock-strut deflection (eq. 19). The
.
..
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remaining initial conditions, for example, %r~ %TJ ~ “~, can be
obtained by manipulation of the differential equations (A2). From equa-
tion.(A2b) it can be seen that
By differentiation,
where, from equation (A2a),
Mfferentiating
m‘zf~ + mJfT -wu+~
%T=-
%“
I
P% COS 8+%
=-
% J,
equation (&a) gives
m’zf~ + ~fT
...
%,=-
%
(AL8)
(U9)
The substitution of equations (KL8)and (A19)an.~.the initial con-
(
ditions previously deterrdned zfT, *fT, ?ifT,=d zf, into eq~-
)
tions (KL6)to (AJ8) provides the remaining initial conditions for the
second phase of the impact.
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Equivalent Three-Mass System
The equations of motion for the equivalent three-mass system prior
to the time tT are equations (20) with initial conditions
Zf(o) = 26(0) = o
if(o) = ;8(0) = Vvo
Since it has been shown that equations (~) are identically eqylv-
alent to equations (18) for the distributed system when the relationships
between the constants of the two systems are as defined by equations (2’7)
to (~), it follows that equations (A3) to (A15) are equally valid for
the three-mass system when the constants are redefined in accordance
with equations (2’7)to (~). The redefined constants, in terms of the
properties of the three-mass system, msy be written aa
m~2(Mo + mJ
c=
~(mf + mJ
E= “ +-c,
mf + mu
F=
mfm’%12
Mo(mf + mJ
where
Mo=mf+~
.
.
T.
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T%WL= ~
The equations for t~ and m’, equations (All) and (Al@ , become
.
.
.
E pao~ COB e + wu - 1%) l/rm
where
and
[( r-ll/r Fm’=m H pao~ Cos e + Wu - %]
The values of tT and mt
calculation of Zfr = qT, ifT
tions (AIO), (A13),* (A14).
second phase of the impact, z~
can be obtained by manipulation
Solving equation (20a) for 2s
ZST =
Differentiating
[
+ (mf+mu)E.pT
equation (ma)
given by these eqpations
= ~~, and ~f~ = ~u~ by
(Ax))
(Ml)
permit the
means of equa-
The remaining ifitial conditions for the
and its derivatives at the time t~,
of the differential equations (~).
at t= tT gives -
+ (k+m’)zfT+Lf+Wf -
and Slibstituting FVg(zf)
1
JWu (A22)
= m’zf gives
(w)
42
as
.
An expression
follows:
NACA TN 3467
.
for ZST can easily be obtained from equation (20b)
.
Eq,tions (A22) to (A24), in con@nction with the values of zf~,
and EfT
T’
previously determined, supply aU the initial conditions
for the second phase of the tipact of the equivalent three-mass system.
.
.
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APPENDIX B
DYNAMICLQADSIN mRPJJm STFWTURE
The equations of motion of the airplane have been previously pre-
sented in several forms so that solutions for the motions of the struc-
ture can be obtained in terms of the variables ~ and al, * and Zf,
or Z.f and z~. The purpose of this section is to present equations
from which the accelerations, bending moments, sad shears at any point
on the airplane structure can be calculated once the time-history solutions
for the basic variables
M“=ture see fig.
Since
have been obtained.
Acceleration
absolute displacement at w point on the struq-
2 =W+-xsp
and
where W1 and cpl are
respectively,
the
T= alq1
modal functions for bending and torsion,
and
(Bl)
44
Since
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.
.
the acceleration at any point may also be written as
Since, from eqyation (36)
the acceleration can also be ‘writtenas
(B2)
(B3)
Alorw elastic ~is. - At the elastic sxis, the displacement is desig-
nated w and x = O so that equation (Bl) becomes simp~
ti=~+=lwl (B4)
Equation (B2) becomes
Equation (B3) becomes
(B5)
(B6)
..
.
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Along station mass centers.- At the mass center of any station the
displacement is designated L andx=e so that equation (Bl) beco~s
(B7)
where Cl is the modal function for the station mass centers and is
.
equal to W1 + apla @Wtion_ (W) becomes
Equation (B3) becomes
(B8)
(B9)
Bending Moments
Outboard of landing gear.- The bending moment at any spanwise sta-
tion yj outbo~d of the landing-gear station yg is readi~ detetined
by summing up the inertia moments produced by the accelerations of the
mass centers of all stations i between station yj and the tip. Thus,
(Blo)
Inboard of landing gear.- The bending moment at any spanwise sta-
tion y~ inbosrd of the landing-gear station yg is equal to the sun
of %he inertia moments produced by the accelerations of the mass centers
of all stations i between station yJ and the tip plus the moment
produced by the hnding-gesr force. Thus,
.
—
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Inasmuch as
F=- (M&l + @
equation (Bll) can also be written as
(BSL)
Wjs% ~=j=? %fi(Yi - Yj) - (M&Q + %J)(Yg - Yj) (B12)
shears
Outboard of landi~ gear.- The vertical shear at any spanwise sta-
tion yj outbosrd of the landing-gear station yg is simply the sum
of the inertia reactions due to the accelerations of the mass centers
of all stations i between station yj and the tip. Thus,
(B13)
Inboard of lending gesx.- The vertical shear at my spanwise sta-
tion yj inboard of the km.ding-gesr station yg is the sum of the
inertia reactions due to the accelerations of the mass
stations i between station yj and the tip plus the
force. Thus,
centers of all
landing-gear
(B14)
.
—
.
.
.
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RESFQNSE TO
APPENDIX c
GIVEN FORCING FUNCl!IONS
In this appendix equations are presented for the acceleration response
of the airplane structure to predetermined forcing functions applied by
the landing gear. The cases considered are the arbitrsry forcing function,
the sine pulse, and a pulse made up of sine snd cosine segments. For the
particular case where the hmding-gear forcing function can be represented
by a single sine pulse,
F(t) = F- sin~t
where ~ is the circular frequency of the applied sine pulse and is
expressed by
Q*=—
m
where T is the time to reach Fm.
If the forcing pulse is not symmetrical in the about its maximum
value, it may be represented by a combined pulse consisting of a sine
functionup to the time T and a cosine function subsequent to the
time T. This latter function may be written as
F(t’) = F- cos~lt’
where
t’=t-T
and ~1 is the circular frequency of the cosine pulse; the initial con-
ditions sre the ssme as the conditions at the time t = T determined
from the response to the sine-function se~nt of the pulse.
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.
The solutions are presented for “thedistributed system of the air-
plane (sketch a) and for the equivalent concentrated-mass system (sketchb)
.
I
I
F(t)
(a) Distributed system.
Distributed
(b)
System
1F(t)
Concentrated-mass system. .
.
The acceleration response of the rigid body or zero mode is imtnedi-
atel.yevident from the equatiog of motion for n = 0, namely,
F(t) +%
k=’
%
The response of the deflection modes follows.
Arbitrary forcing function.- When the landing-gear forcing function
is predetermined and arbitrary, the equation of motion for the nth mode
(eq. (l~a)) can be written as
where F(t) is an arbitrary
coordinate of the nth mode.
- [F(t)‘Wih (n+o) (cl)
fumytion of time and ~ is the generalized .
.
“Lq
.
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The general solution of equation (Cl) may be written as
En t
J
w~g~
an(t) = - — F(T)sin ~(t - T)dT + -(COS qt - 1) +
Mn~ ()
an(o)cos C@ +
The acceleration response
tion (C2) as follows:
~(o)
— sin ~t
%
is obtained by
49
Mnu#
(C2)
double differentiating equa-
7
fnt
/ F(T)EIin~(t - r)dT + Wu 1=06~t I -
do
-J
Equations (C2) and (C3) are general solutions to equation (Cl) and thus
represent the response of any mode to an arbitrary forcing function F(t).
In the present study of landing impact, the initial conditions are
f3n(0)= O
and
&(o) = o
Sine-pulse foreing function.- For the particular case where the
forcing function is a sine pulse, the acceleration response, as deter-
mined from equation (C3), is
tin(t) . FM
[ 1L.x(flsin~t -~sin51t) - sin Clt -Mn ~2 - %2
(W~~n~ )+ an(0)~2 Cos ~t - &(0)~ sin ~t
where~ again} an(0) = O and &n(0) = O.
(C4)
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Half-sine-half-cosine pulse.- In this case the response up to
time T is given by equation (@l). Subsequent to time T the accelera-
tion response, determined from equation (C3), may be written as
[
En %2an(t:)=FM—
1
Cos qt’ - Cos Qlt’) - Cos S21t’ -
Mn 5)12- %2(
R+an(0)%3cos%t’-F(o)%-t’
where
t’ = (t- T)~l
an(0) = aq
an
Equivalent Concen,trated4&ss System
The equations of motion for the concentrated-mass
srbitrsry forcing function me (see eqs. (22))
mf~f - k(z= - zf) + Lf - Wf = - F(t)
system subJect to
mf~f + m~~~ + (Lf +Ls) - (WS -I.Wf) = - F(t)
J
1 (C6)
Introducing the new vsriable
u= 2s - Zf
permits the combination of eqyations (c6) inti a single equation in one
.
.
-.
.variable:
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() 9mfti+kl+zu=F(t)i. J
where
be
The solution
written .as
of equation (C7),by analog with
u(t) = ~ J
t
F(r)sin ~(t - T)dT + ~{1
%%0 mfU#
ii(o)
u(o)Cos qt + — sin ~t
%
where
%
~2=k=
By substituting u(t) for z~ - Zf
the following equations for the responses
51
(C7)
eqyation (Cl), cem
- C!osqt) +
in equations (C6)
2B snd “tifCSXI
(c8)
and combining,
be obtained:
[f
t
is(t) = - ~ J=%qq o F(T)si.11q(t - T)dT + A(1 - COS qt) +mfq2
(C9)
52
and
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{
if(t) = $ -
.
-wf]+k[~~’,(,)sin~(t-,).,+F(t) + (Lf
I-+-Cos (l&) + U(o)cos q’ + * sin qt (Clo)
‘J
In eqmtions (C9) and (C1O), u(0) = fi(0)= O for the present
application to landing impact.
Sine-pulse forcing function.- For the case where the forcing term
is a sine pulse, equations (C9) and (C1O) become
.
[
~ F=(fl sin~t - ~ sinfrt) + ~
“&s(t)= - ~
(
—(1- Cosuyt) -1-
mfq $22- q2) wJ?12
ii(o) 1
w~ - Ls
U(o)cos qt + — sin ~t +
5 %3
Jk(l- Cos (qt)
[ 1}
MO) S,n at
+ ku(0)cos ~t + —
%d%2 ~—
wherey againz u(o)= ii(o)= 0.
(cl-l)
(CM?) -
.
..
.
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HaM-sine-half-cosine pulse.- The response up to time T is given
by equations (Cll) S,nd.(C12). Subsequent to time T, the responses
(eqs. (C9) and (C1O)) become
[
k F=(cos U@’ - COS fk’)
;S(tt) = - ~ ( +-J--(1 - Cos U@’) +mf 012 - &) mfq2
;(0) 1w~ - LsU(o)cos @ + — sin~t’ +—9 ms (C13)
[[
k(cos ~t’ - COS Qlt’)
Zf(t’) = ~ F-
- Cos S-lltt
1
-(Lf -Wf) -I-
~P12 - 92)
Jk(1 - Cos qt’)
%P12 ,[
i(o)+ k U(0)COS ~t +— 1)sin ~tl% (C14)
where
+jt=tj-T=o
u(o) = UT
G(o) = ~
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APPENDIX D
AERODYNAMIC AND WEIGB3!MOMENTS AND SHEARS
In Wendix B equations were presented for the bending moments and
shears due to the combination of the inertia forces srising from the
accelerations of the masses distributed along the span and the lsnding-
gear force. In the calculation of the total mmnents and shears, however,
considerationmust be given to the aerodynamic lift and weight forces.
This appendix presents equations for estimating these aero@wamic snd
weight moments and shears which) although only first approximations, =e
considered sufficiently accurate for the purposes of the present study.
If it is assumed that the lift coefficient is constant along the
span and equal to the average 3itt coefficient of the wing CL, the lift —
force at any station yi is equal to ~ ~ VL2~ where ~ is the area
assumed to be concentrated at the station.
The moment at any station y~ due to the lift and weight forces at .
each station i outboard of station yJ is
(Ma)Yj ‘%~VL2t~3Ai(Yi-Y~) -g
=
If unsteady-state ldft effects axe neglected,
ficient is related to the ldft coefficient at
ti2
~=J
the
the
.
%(YI - YJ) (Dl)
instantaneous lift coef-
instant of initial con-
tact by the expression
—.
Inasmuch as
J’
b/2
Ldy=~
o
~=%
= %0
the total lift
i-Meg,
+ C& - 7.)
()+rvvo‘% ~L
at the instant of contact is
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so that
(u yi =
[
% :%’+c4~-“w]%+(”-“) -
(D2)
Similarly, the shear at any station YJ ~
.
.
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TAKLE I.- CIL!IIACCWRISTICSOF AIRHANX A
(a) Structure
[ 1
Data t=en from ref. 8
—
Itli,
lb-sec2
~
L3aiz
lb-in.-seep
Station,
in.
q y
in.
o
133
%
428
28.5
16.3
;:s
.974
.686
.Y33
-0.078
-.031
-.047
.x64
.374
.670
l 936
-------
8yz&
61~717
536
-3;.26
-6:.19
0
0
0
0
-.00084
-.0016
-.00183
-.001*
-.ool@
-.00188
548
638
287
34.1
MO,
Ml,
f1,
Ah,
&L,
-%’l>
Vo,
.
in.
lb-sec2
a- . . . . . . . ...0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 607
3*365
ALL.
Cps . l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(b) Shock strut
.
datal1Manufacturer’s J
. . . . . . .0. .
. . . . . . . . . .
0.163
0.214
Sq ft .
Sq ft .
Sq ft .
Cu ft .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
l .
. .
l .
. .
. .
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
l .*... . . . 0.00173
. -...*. . . . 0.2597
. . . . . . . . . 30,528
. . . . . . ..0. 1.6ti
P*, l-b/sqft......
ft . . . . .
Unsprung mass
lManufacturer’sda%a~
L J
. . . . . . . . . . . 700
. . ~-inch smooth contour
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
- 85:$2
. . . . . . . . ...0
~, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
. .
.*
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Tires (one per landing gear)
Tire pressure, lbl~q in. . .
m,lb/ft . . . . . . . . . .
r . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
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TABLE II. - C~STICS OF AIRHANE B
(a) Structure
[ 1Unpublished data
ml,
Station, lb ~:ec2lb-sec2 - .-
Gi,
in. in. wl~ 911
~
109.534 4,475,2m mo .37 -0.0585
2
-0.000176
:*69@ 3,046 -4.65 -.0579 -.000187
168 . 19,490 -24.2Q -.0350 -.0002Q4
22.177 278,942 -101.22 .0037 -.000231
?2 2“% 2,161 2.44 .ox -.000272
420 2.557 1,988 2.60 .1842 -.000322
5ok 1.773 1,136 .92 l 3253 - l 000379
5m 3.269 2,474 -14.79 .4772 -.000435
672 8.628 8,439 +26:: l 6369 -.0CQ482
7~6 1.144 500 .8181 -.000514
.520 186 5.48 1.COO - l 000526
Ml, lb-sec2 6.9096
into’”””””””””””” ‘“””-””””””””
f~,cps. . . . l . l l l . .,* . . . . l . . . . . . l l l l l * . 1.29
(b) Shock strut
[ 1Values estimated from general.i.zedcurves of ref. 6
F& slugs
—0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~7)900
2(~An)2’ ‘t
&,sqft . . . . . . . . . ..o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.585
Vcl~ Cuft. . . .* l . l l l l . . l l . . l l **.*. . l l l o l 7095
p%,lb/sqft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,528
(c) Unsprung Mass
[ Manufacturer’s data1
Wu,lb.o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . l 2,300
Tires (twoperland@!gem) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..56x16
mperlandinggear,lb/ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2m ,lm
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*. 1.a
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
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(a) System with two degrees (b) Schematic representation of
of freedom. shock strut.
he 1.- -cal system (rigid airplane) considered in reference 6.
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(a) Coordinates along elastic axis.
Referenceplane
w z c
I
Station mass canter
S&a
(b) Coordinates at any transverse station.
Referemeplane
I 1/
% ‘f
Pointof forcewp~~tion
Stationmasacenter
Elasticaxis
(c) Coordinates atlanding-gear station.
—
.-
.
.
*
.
Figure 2.- Coordinates for airplane structure.
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.
%
Zf - Zu
s=—
Cos e
Figure3.-Equivalent three-mass system
airplane and landing
for representing flexible
gear.
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